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After the 2000’s, many animation companies want to build their animation 
brands. After trying hard for several years,some animation brands are appearing,such 
as the famous animation companies——Creative Power Entertaining、Shanghai 
Fantasia Animation,the famous cartoon ——Pleasant Goat and Big Big Wolf 、
qi moon,the famaous animation characters——Pleasant Goat、Big Big Wolf and 
Bluecat.However,our animation industry was not operated by market 
mechanism before the 1990’s.Now,our animation industry is just developing.After our 
companies set the goals to build animation brands, the process of trying to build 
animation brands is very tough. We have to admit that the amount of Chinese 
animation brands are less than American or Japanese animation brands.And Chinese 
animation brands are more limited to children. 
The reality of our animation industry operation is raising a problem with 
theoretical and practical meaning .How to build strong animation brands? The 
meaning of a brand is formed by communication .A Successful brand is a 
symbol that consumers know its meaning. How to communicate animation 
brands is the problem that I want to research .I also want to know that if the way 
of communicating animation brand is the same with the way of communicating 
material brands.The conclusion can deepen the brand theories and provide some 
guidance to the operation of animation brand communication for animation 
companies. 
The methods of the study is case analysis and literature analysis. The literature 
analysis of brand theory、 communication theory、 aesthetics 、art 、cultural studies 
provide theories for the model of animation brand communication. The case analyisis 
of Disney 、Dreamworks、 Pixar  and Miyazaki Hayao provide experience for the 















brand communication brands models and combined with some characteristics of 
animation industry and animation brand, I create the model of animation brand 
communication. 
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